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ItsHot.com Now Offers 60-80% Discount on its Striking Collection of
Diamond Heart Pendants

ItsHot.com, a client-centric manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer of diamond jewelry, is now
offering 60-80% off on its range of beautiful diamond heart pendants. These savings can also
be made on the purchase of Gold Hearts 14K White Rose Gold Diamond Heart Pendant, which
the store is offering at 77% discount.

New York, NY (PRWEB) August 22, 2014 -- ItsHot.com, a client-centric manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer
of diamond jewelry is now offering 60-80% off on its range of beautiful diamond heart pendants. Customers
can make their saving on the purchase of Gold Hearts 14K White Rose Gold Diamond Heart Pendant, which
the store is offering at a discount of 77%. Previously priced at $3,715.00, customers can now buy this beautiful
piece at only $859.00. The item code of this mesmerizing pendant embedded with 0.66 carats round diamond is
800473.

Talking about the pendant, a representative from ItsHot.com stated, “Exquisite gold hearts! This 14K White
Rose Gold Diamond Heart Pendant from our ladies designer diamond jewelry collection showcases 0.66 carats
of sparkling round diamonds. Featuring an intricate design and a highly-polished gold finish, this women's
diamond heart pendant is available in different gold color combinations and can be customized using different
color diamonds.”

The comprehensive range of diamond heart necklaces and pendants at ItsHot.com comprises varied styles
ranging from open heart shaped pendants, intricate diamond heart necklaces and solitaire style pendants, all
crafted from the high-quality precious metals such as solid 10K, 14K or 18K white gold, yellow gold, or rose
gold and embellished with authentic premium diamonds. A price point collection of diamond hearts is also
available in sterling silver (for a limited time a real diamond heart pendant can be now purchased for under
$70).

In addition to diamond heart pendants, the diamond jewelry collection of this diamond jewelry store also
includes diamond engagement rings, anniversary and wedding bands, diamond earrings, hip hop jewelry, and
over 20,000 unique diamond jewelry pieces. These items can be purchased online or from their showroom in
NYC. Every product ordered is packed in a beautiful gift box and safely delivered worldwide via fully insured
FedEx mail.

About ItsHot.com

ItsHot.com specializes in the production, retail and wholesale of high-end fine diamond jewelry and diamond
watch designs. Their craftsmen have a rich experience of 20 years in the manufacturing and wholesale of fine
diamond jewelry. They have a vast knowledge of craftsmanship and consumer needs, which have helped them
develop a fine line of diamond jewelry. ItsHot.com is also an authorized dealer for many brands of diamond
watches and it specializes in watch customization. To learn more about their stunning collection of diamond
heart pendants and other jewelry for men and women, visit their NYC showroom open Mon-Fri 11am-7pm
EST, or shop securely online 24/7 at http://www.ItsHot.com/.
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Contact Information
Profit By Search
https://www.profitbysearch.com/
http://www.appypie.com/
888-322-7617

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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